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Abstract
A smart and scalable system is required to schedule various machine learning applications to control pandemics like COVID-19 using computing infrastructure provided
by cloud and fog computing. This paper proposes a framework that considers the use
case of smart office surveillance to monitor workplaces for detecting possible violations of COVID effectively. The proposed framework uses deep neural networks, fog
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computing and cloud computing to develop a scalable and time-sensitive infrastructure that can detect two major violations: wearing a mask and maintaining a minimum
distance of 6 feet between employees in the office environment. The proposed
framework is developed with the vision to integrate multiple machine learning applications and handle the computing infrastructures for pandemic applications. The proposed framework can be used by application developers for the rapid development
of new applications based on the requirements and do not worry about scheduling.
The proposed framework is tested for two independent applications and performed
better than the traditional cloud environment in terms of latency and response time.
The work done in this paper tries to bridge the gap between machine learning applications and their computing infrastructure for COVID-19.
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|

I N T RO DU CT I O N

For the last decade, cloud computing has proved to be a prominent method of acquiring or provisioning IT resources for applications whose
demand is variable with time (Malawski et al., 2015). Further, it also helps new start-ups and many organizations not to worry about their IT capital investment. However, cloud computing does impose an issue with the latency-sensitive application because cloud resources are located far
away from the data generating devices (Mahmud et al., 2018). A new computing paradigm known as fog computing was introduced by Cisco in
2012, aiming to resolve the latency issue by providing IT resources physically close to the data generating devices. Fog computing is an extension
of cloud computing, not its replacement, since the IT resources provided by fog computing are not that powerful, so cloud resources are needed
at the back end (Verma & Chandra, 2020). Fog and cloud computing clubbed together have capabilities to develop frameworks that can provide
scalable as well as virtually unlimited resources (Schooler et al., 2017). This kind of framework will be extremely useful for new applications developed by the developers to stop any pandemic like COVID-19.
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Novel Corona Virus (COVID-19) is one of the biggest epidemics of the 20th century (Koonin, 2020). In order to develop and test a scalable
cloud and fog computing framework for applications related to COVID-19, an automatic office surveillance system is selected, which is explained
in the next paragraphs. COVID has caused a complete lockdown of multiple countries with a ban on international flights. However, slowly countries have started opening their economic activities, including the opening of offices and other workplaces (Lalwani et al., 2020). Although the
governments have laid down Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), it is challenging to monitor individuals following the same. For example, as
per the SOPs in India, people should maintain a minimum distance of six feet between themselves to stop the spread of the COVID-19 virus.
Organizations can appoint a few personnel to monitor whether the SOPs are followed by every member of the organization in open spaces such
as cafeterias, entrances, and exits. However, it is hard to monitor them when they are working on their individual desks. Many employees work
on their separate desks in open office layouts in different organizations across the world. This kind of layout exposes employees to easily contact
other employees, which can further spread the virus in the organization (Yasaka et al., 2020). Based on the guidelines of WHO (“Advice for the
public,” 2020), there are two primary requirements to stop the spread of COVID. First, all personnel should wear a mask when they are in proximity to their colleagues. Second, everyone should maintain a distance of six feet between them. There is a need for an artificial intelligence assisted
surveillance framework which can detect the violations and warn the employees and the employers about them. This can lead to a safe workplace,
which can help the organization sustain in this pandemic.
Many systems, similar to office surveillance, are proposed after the pandemic by various researchers (Griebel et al., 2015; Hong et al., 2020;
Park et al., 2020; Rahman et al., 2020; Won Sonn & Lee, 2020; Yasaka et al., 2020). Similarly, many implementations were observed using different platforms to find whether people are wearing masks or keeping a safe distance. However, most of the systems available on the internet are
inadequate in how these systems would be deployed on computing infrastructure and their respective QoS. The machine learning-based applications for pandemics like COVID-19 are highly resourced dependent and latency-sensitive. The systems that can make multiple predictions but are
not scalable to the required amount are worthless for the governments and medical agencies to control pandemics like COVID. There should be a
framework which can integrate different machine learning model and provide the desired QoS from the underline infrastructure. The main objective of this paper is to develop a framework that can manage the IT resource demands of these machine learning-based prediction system whose
predictions are resource heavy and time-sensitive. The proposed framework for these kinds of applications should be able to integrate any new
module as required by the government or medical agencies. In order to test the proposed framework in this paper, which uses cloud and fog computing resources, two applications are used. The first application uses a deep neural network to predict whether a person sitting inside an office is
wearing a mask or not. The second application again uses a deep neural network to predict whether the people in the offices keep a distance of a
minimum of 6 feet. The use cases used in this paper are only to test the viability of the proposed framework on the IT resource part. However,
the proposed framework can be implemented for an application whose output is time-sensitive, have multiple modules of different resource
requirements, and is cost-effective.
In order to achieve the above-said objectives, a smart office surveillance system is proposed, which uses DNN algorithms to detect the violations and distributed computing requirements to fog and cloud computing. The proposed framework uses multiple cameras installed in organizations, such as CCTV feeds and the webcam of individual computers. These cameras will detect two violations: whether an individual is wearing a
mask and the distance between two individuals is maintained as per the SOPs. The camera installed at the entrances of buildings, floors, and
blocks will count the number of individuals entering an area. If the number of individuals entering an area is more than the designated seats, it will
alert the organization. Furthermore, a webcam of individual computers will check whether a person sitting in front of the computer is wearing a
mask or not. If that person does not have his mask on his face, his computer will be automatically locked, and he will not be allowed to work until
he wears a mask again. These two applications will be hosted on fog and cloud-based IT infrastructure. Major novelties of the proposed
framework are:
i. Provide scalable computing infrastructure to different machine learning applications of any pandemic by handling QoS requirements so that
application developers can develop without worrying about infrastructure and QoS.
ii.

Train fog computing neural network based on the errors generated by dense and deep neural network deployed at cloud computing
infrastructure.
The proposed framework uses both fog (Oueis et al., 2015) and cloud (Mell & Grance, 2011) computing infrastructure for the computation

part. All the computation tasks are distributed to two layers: Fast Layer (FL) and Accurate Layer (AL). The FL layer manages the latency sensitivity
of the proposed framework. FL layer is hosted on the fog computing architecture, thus closer to the smart application. The computing power of
FL is not high, so it stores small neural networks in terms of input, output and number of hidden layers. The FL with a small number of hidden
layers is fast in detecting the violations, but their accuracy may not be high. However, the neyral network at FL will not be accurate enough so in
the proposed framework AL layer is used to train the weights of the neural network at FL. AL has denser DNNs that use multiple hidden layers
with many neurons. The AL has the highest accuracy, but it requires computation devices with high configurations, and they may be slow in
detecting the violations. The high configuration here means the elastic cloud computing resources, which can be provisioned or removed based
on the demands of the AL neural network. Thus, computation power would not be a constraint at the AL layer. In the proposed framework, both
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FL and AL work hand in hand in detecting real-time violations and overall violations. The FL uses the fog computing platform, which has computation devices with less power, but the latency is minimum, whereas AL deploys its DNN on cloud computing infrastructure. Aneka
(Wei et al., 2017) has been used to evaluate the proposed framework with both fog devices and the public cloud. The results from the performance evaluation of the proposed framework are positive with high accuracy and least response.
The rest of the paper is divided as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work of COVID and the use of artificial intelligence and machine
learning techniques for predicting and preventing COVID infections. Section 3 explains the proposed framework in detail. Section 4 provides the
experiment results and performance evaluation of the proposed framework. Lastly, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

R E LA T E D W O R K

|

There was a sudden increase in the publications related to COVID after it has impacted multiple countries. Researchers from all fields like medical,
bioinformatics, data science, mathematics, and computer science shifted their focus on predicting, controlling, and monitoring COVID. In this
section, papers related to the development of frameworks or architectures using machine learning are discussed briefly. All papers are from the
year 2020 unless stated otherwise. This section will also discuss the basic idea of classification used by many researchers in machine learning
projects related to COVID-19.
Classification is a process of selecting an input instance and classifying it into one of the pre-selected classes. It may also be seen as a function
that takes X as input and predicts Y, where Y is a set of pre-defined classes. For example, a classification algorithm can be developed to classify all
emails coming to an account into two classes: spam mail and legitimate mail, as shown in Figure 1 below.

2.1

|

Use of ICT for controlling pandemics like COVID-19

The South Korea quarantine management team ('Coronavirus Disease-19: Quarantine Frame-Work for Travelers Entering Korea', 2020) developed a data science-based system that helped them manage citizens returning from overseas countries. They deployed and trained networks that
ask various parameters and predict a suitable place for their quarantine. They argued that it has helped remove any human error that can be
proved catastrophic in this kind of pandemic. Park et al. (Park et al., 2020) developed an online symptom investigation tool for managing an epidemic. This proposed tool is machine learning-based and the major benefit includes that it removes the patient need to go out for symptoms
checking. Likewise, Hong et al. (Hong et al., 2020) surveyed the role of telemedicine in the era of COVID and concluded that it plays a great role.
For the same, Sun et al. (Sun et al., 2020) developed a smartphone-based for the rapid tests of coronavirus. Smart cities have a significant role in
controlling corona pandemic or any other epidemic in the future and this aspect has been discussed by Sonn and Lee (Sonn et al., 2020; Won
Sonn & Lee, 2020) in their paper. They took the case study of smart cities of South Korea and discussed how they helped and what are different
ways we can improve them. Furthermore, Yigitcanlar et al. (Yigitcanlar et al., 2020) studied that if all cities in the world had been smart, we would
have controlled the COVID in - stages. They also pushed the government to pursue making cities smart in war speed. Similarly, Rahman et al.
(Rahman et al., 2020) also discussed the role of deployed smart internet of things devices in smart cities for controlling any pandemic. Modelling
in various forms, such as spread prediction, can help officials to work accordingly. The government can prepare based on the modelling; however,
many modelling predictions went untrue for the corona epidemic. This may be because the governments took initiatives early based on the
modelling of various frameworks. Ibarra-vega (Ibarra-Vega, 2020) studied the role of modelling and how it can help governments extend, impose,
or enforce the lockdowns. Proactive contact-tracing is proved to be an effective way to curb the spread of corona and many believe it is the only
way without any effective medicine in the market (Abeler et al., 2020; Armbruster & Brandeau, 2007; Yasaka et al., 2020).

FIGURE 1

Basic working of classification
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Use of machine learning for controlling COVID-19

Machine learning and artificial intelligence contain various techniques; however, few have been repeatedly used by various researchers in the case
of COVID. In this paragraph, a few common techniques are discussed. Most of the papers used the corona dataset available on the Kaggle
website, whether it is X-Ray or symptoms data (“COVID-19 Dataset j Kaggle,” 2020). Sujath et al. (Sujath et al., 2020) used various machine learning techniques and compared them for creating a forecasting model for corona. They implemented vector autoregression, multilayer perceptron,
and linear regression methods. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2020) discussed the role of time-fractional derivatives in forecasting and predicting the
corona's growth rate. The major benefit of this method is that it uses data until the last timestamp and extends the prediction based on recent
trends. As new data keeps coming, it auto-adjusts itself and provides the most recent forecast. As claimed by them, they were successful in
predicting the peak of various countries using their model. However, different regression method for predicting peak cases has been used by various researchers. It is proved to be incorrect for many countries, including India (Parbat, 2020). It is safe to conclude by having actual data that
regression methods should not be used in predicting unknown pandemics. A complex model taking various parameters as input is required and
should be used in the future, such as (Zhang et al., 2020). One more aspect is the requirement of computing infrastructure for deploying these
machine learning models. As such, numerous people infected or under quarantine are in a large number and thus, simple computing infrastructure
will not be sufficient. Cloud computing is proposed by a few researchers for using complex machine learning architecture such as deep neural networks (Tuli et al., 2020). Melin et al. (Melin et al., 2020) proposed a neural network-based self-organized map for predicting the flow of spread.
This kind of framework is useful for declaring containment zones and their respective buffer zones. One of the successful predicted models was
proposed by Lalwani et al. (Lalwani et al., 2020). They predicted the optimal lockdown period of 73 days in the early phase of the pandemic and
the actual lockdown was done for 77 days. This is one of the closed predictions among all other models to the best of the knowledge of authors.
Salgotra et al. (Salgotra et al., 2020) tested the role of evolutionary algorithms in predicting the corona pandemic by applying genetic algorithm
variations. While there are various published frameworks using deep learning, Ozturk et al. (Ozturk et al., 2020) use very specific deep learning
analysis methods.
After reading available corona literature related to the proposed model extensively, the following points can be made.
• Multiple researchers have argued that smart cities have a high chance of fighting any pandemic in the future.
• Machine learning can be used to develop frameworks, architectures, and applications that can help fight any epidemic in their specific area.
• Regression model prediction proved to be wrong as they take a limited number of parameters into account.
• With the continuous and rapid growth in the number of cases, researchers should also focus on the deployment infrastructure of the abovestated machine learning frameworks. Without a suitable computing platform, these platforms will not be able to help completely.
It is also evident from the literature (Ben Hassen et al., 2020; Kallel et al., 2020; Singh & Kaur, 2020; Whaiduzzaman et al., 2020) that many
real-time applications in the epidemic require latency-sensitive computing infrastructure. Most of the framework or architectures proposed in the
literature provide the knowledge and working of machine learning applications which can be used to control or detect COVID-19. The main issue
found in the literature is the non-existence of discussion for a scalable and reliable computing framework where these applications can be hosted.
Latency sensitivity is further an issue which these applications would face when deployed. The work done in this paper tries to bridge the gap
between machine learning applications and their computing infrastructure for COVID-19.

3

|

T H E P R O P O S E D F R A M E W O RK

The proposed framework tries to solve the distributed computing environment issues by taking the example of a smart office surveillance system
based on the requirements of the COVID-19 pandemic. The proposed system may not solve all the problems, but it provides a starting point for
applications of this nature. The proposed framework is shown in Figure 2, with all its components and communications. It contains mainly five
components, which are cameras, fog layer, personal computer, cloud computing and a controller Box. Cameras consist of all types of video feed
recorders, such as CCTV cameras and webcams of desktops and laptops. These cameras detect, take the feed and pass to the fog layer, personal
computer, or cloud computing platforms, where these feeds are analysed for various detections. Fog layer and Personal computers are called Fast
Layer (FL) in this paper and these have neural networks with a smaller number of hidden layers so that detection of violations is fast but may have
less accuracy. Cloud computing, called Accurate Layer (AL) in this paper, has an abundance of computing resources, so it analyses feed in detail
using dense neural network and generates recommendations. The recommendations generated by cloud and fog computing layers are passed to a
Controller Box, which decides the next course of action. The proposed framework is developed on the basic requirement that it should be able to
integrate multiple modules. The proposed framework can manage various machine learning modules because the basic entity chosen in the proposed framework for resource allocation is a task. The proposed framework's computing infrastructure treat every task as independent with its
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FIGURE 2

The proposed framework

data and QoS requirements encapsulated in it. This makes the proposed framework highly adaptable to achieve different QoS requirements of
every task. All these sections are explained in detail ahead.
The main idea behind the selection and naming of these components is their working and relevancy with the prediction process of hosted
machine learning applications. Cloud computing itself represents the abundance of computing resources; however, naming it AL further adds
meaning to its working with relevant to the proposed framework's neural network. As cloud computing has more and better resources, it should
be used for accurate prediction of recommendations by using complex machine learning algorithms. For example, the two use cases described in
the proposed framework use DNN, so using the denser and deeper neural network at cloud computing infrastructure can have accurate predictions. Hence, the name Accurate Layer (AL). On the contrary, the fog layer's main focus is to generate predictions with minimum latency, forcing it
to use less resource-intensive and faster convergence machine learning models. Based on its time sensitivity to provide the output, it is named as
Fast Layer (FL). The controller box is the main scheduler that will be responsible for scheduling tasks generated by different machine learning
applications on the proposed framework. It will also act as a communication module that will consolidate the predictions and pass them to the
desired agencies. The components division is also done based on the resource allocated to them from different platforms. Fog may be on company computers or network components of the company and cloud will be a third-party service hosted by any cloud service provider. The controller box needs to communicate with all other components, so it should be placed between the user, fog and cloud computing resources keeping
latency in mind.

3.1

|

Input devices

Every smart system requires an input data stream, which will be analysed and the recommendations will be generated. The camera has been used
in the proposed framework to take the feed and submit it to the appropriate layer for analysis. All kinds of cameras are considered, such as CCTV,
webcams and inbuilt cams in devices used by the end-user. However, the camera can be replaced by any other IoT device or system. For example,
the camera feed is used to count the total number of people entering a building or block. This activity can also be performed by using any infrared
sensors also.

3.2

|

Fast layer

This layer is deployed on the fog computing infrastructure and the personal computer of the user. If desired computation power can be allocated
from a personal computer of the user, then the computation will be done on that system. For example, when the webcam of a computer takes
the feed, the proposed framework only uses the computer's computation power to find whether a person sitting in front of the computer is wearing a mask or not. The feed will be communicated to the cloud infrastructure for record-keeping and in-depth analysis. This layer contains both
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mask detection features and the distance detection deployed on fog computing for CCTV cameras. Though a personal computer will be used for
mask detection of a person sitting in front of the computer, it will not be used for distance detection because of two reasons. First, the proposed
framework does not want to use more than the required computation cycle of personal computing to hinder user work. Second, for distance calculation, a side camera is required, which is CCTV and directly connected to the fog layer.

3.2.1

|

Mask detection

A CNN is used to find whether a person is wearing a mask or not. Algorithm 1 shows the step followed for detecting the violation of the mask by
the user. Also, this algorithm detects whether multiple people are sitting in front of the camera. Then this component sends this information to
the controller box, which decides what to do. However, the system gives a warning to the user that he/she is not wearing the mask.

Algorithm 1 : Mask detection algorithm
i. Take frames from the video feed
ii. For each frame do
iii.

Determine the number of faces in a frame

iv.

If the number of faces is more than 1 then

v.

Show warning
Else

vi.
vii.

Determine the facial landmarks

viii.

Check if the particular landmarks are covered by the mask
If the mask is present then

ix.
x.

Continue feed
Else

xi.
xii.

Show warning
End if

xiii.
End if

xiv.

xv. End for

3.2.2

|

Distance detection

Similar to the mask detection algorithm described in Algorithm 1, an algorithm has been devised to detect the distance violations by the
employees in the company. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code for distance detection. Likewise, this block also sends the violation to the controller box to the mask detection block and let it decide what to do with the violations. Also, this block records the time for which two or more person
has done the distance violation.

Algorithm 2 : Distance detection algorithm
i.

Show feed to the user and ask him to mark the distance of 6 feet

ii.

Take frames from the video feed

iii.

For each frame do

iv.

Determine the number of people in a frame

v.

Calculate the distance between two people

vi.

If the distance is less than 6 feet do

vii.

Increment the social distance count by 1

viii.

Start recording the time for the violation

ix.
x.
xi.

Send location and picture of violation to the controller box
End if
End for
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3.3

Accurate layer

|

The accurate layer is the cloud computing infrastructure, which has machines with high computation power and the flexibility to scale based on
the computing environment of the applications. The AL will take the feed of the last hour and analyse it for the total number of violations using a
complex neural network with a large number of hidden layers. These violations are matched with the violations generated by the FL. FL neural
networks are trained using the errors generated by them. The re-training of the FL neural network is done when the office is shut down and we
have no more people in the office to analyse their violations. Algorithm 3 shows the steps followed for the re-training of the FL neural network.
All the violations detected by AL are compared with the FL and if there is any difference, FL neural network is re-trained based on these violations. By using this, the FL neural network will increase its accuracy day by day. Within a few days, it will start detecting almost all the violations.
AL layer also has a people counter block that counts the total number of people coming in any building block. This component is explained in
detail in Section 3.3.1.

Algorithm 3 : Re-training of FL neural network
For the last 24 h feed do

i.
ii.

Submit the feed to AL neural network.

iii.

X

all the violations detected by AL.

iv.

Y

all the violations detected by FL.

v.

If (X ≠ Y) do

vi.

Find all locations where violations are different.

vii.

Generate a dataset of all of these violations.

viii.

Re-train the FL neural network with the dataset

ix.

Deploy it to all FL components.
End if

x.

End for

xi.

3.3.1

People counter

|

It is also essential to count the total number of people in a block for each building based on the SOPs issued by the government. Hence, the proposed framework implemented a people counter that counts the total number of people are entering and exiting from buildings and different
blocks. This detection is also done by taking the CCTV feed installed at all the doors. Algorithm 4 provides the steps followed by the people counter algorithm, which sends a signal to the controller box when the number of people in any block, floor, or building is more than designated seats.
This block will prevent the rush in the building of an organization in the first place.

Algorithm 4 : People counter
i.

X

Total individual a building can accommodate.

ii.

Y

Total individual a floor can accommodate.

iii.

Z

Total individual a block can accommodate.

iv.

Analyse the feed from the CCTV camera at the gate of the building

v.

If X > Total people in the building

vi.
vii.

Generate alarm at the main gate.
Else if Y > Total people on the floor.

viii.

Generate alarm at floor gate.

ix.

Else if Z > Total people in the block.

x.
xi.

Generate alarm at the block gate.
End if
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Controller box

|

The controller box is the brain of the proposed framework. It manages all the functions such as deciding when to send the feed to AL and FL,
sending warnings, or recording violations to apply penalties to the employees or organizations that do not follow the SOPs. The controller box is
connected to every component of the proposed framework. It has multiple algorithms that work collaboratively. All these algorithms are explained
in detail in this section. Algorithm 5 provides the steps to be followed by the controller box when it receives an alert for violation from personal
computers or CCTV regarding people not wearing the mask or not keeping the distance.

Algorithm 5 : Generate alert
i.

For all violation alert from a personal computer webcam regarding a person not wearing the mask do

ii.

Send a warning message to the computer.

iii.

Start a counter of 30 s.
If the person not wearing the mask, do

iv.
v.

Lock the computer.

vi.

Send a message to his boss.
End if

vii.
viii.
ix.

End for
For all violation alert from CCTV for a person not wearing the mask do

x.

Turn on the siren close to CCTV.

xi.

Alert the nearest guard.
If the person not wearing the mask, do

xii.
xiii.

Lock the nearest doors.

xiv.
xv.

Send a message to the floor supervisor.
End if

xvi.

End for

xvii.

For all violation alert from CCTV for a distance less than 6 feet do

xviii.
xix.

Turn on the siren close to CCTV
Alert the nearest guard.
If the distance is not increased do

xx.
xxi.

Lock the nearest doors.

xxii.

Send a message to the floor supervisor.
End if

xxiii.
xxiv.

End for

Send recommendation block sends different statistics related to violations generated by all the systems. These will help the building administration to alter their strategies so that these violations can be minimized. Often the number of people working at a particular block is more than
others, so this component of the proposed framework can identify this kind of imbalance.

3.5

|

Retraining the FL

The FL layer does not have enough computing resources that it can re-train its neural network after collecting the new data. FL neural network
only focuses on providing latency-sensitive decisions without worrying about the training. So, in the proposed framework, data collected by input
devices will be summed up for a given time where this time is large enough. This collected data then passed to AL to predict the violations at a
deeper level by using a large number of hidden layers and more complex neural network architectures. The outputs generated by the AL are compared with FL and then weights and bias of the FL network are changed.
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4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

|

The proposed framework has been tested using the parameter sweep model of the Aneka cloud application. This section explains the testbed for
the experiment and various parameters for different components of the proposed framework.

4.1

|

Testbed

Figure 3 shows the testbed used for the evaluation of the proposed framework. The parameter sweep model of the Aneka (Vecchiola et al., 2009)
cloud platform has been used to implement the proposed framework. The parameter sweep model is a model in which the executable file remains
the same, but data changes are also called the parameters. For example, in the proposed framework, the trained deep learning neural network is
the same for all images, predicting whether the user is wearing a mask. However, the input data changes with different images generated from
each computer. Due to this fact, the parameter sweep model is used for the implementation of the proposed framework. Aneka provides pre-built
support for handling scheduling of parameter sweep model, so Aneka was used to design the algorithms. Aneka uses local resources and Microsoft Azure cloud for the public cloud. Virtual machines were created on local computers using KVM hypervisor. The configuration of these
machines is listed in Table 1. These machines act as fog computing devices as these are close to the CCTV and Webcam feed. Moreover, the configuration of these machines is low as compared to a normal personal computer or public cloud. After training of neural networks involved in the
proposed framework, different video feeds are input from the VIRAT dataset (Oh et al., 2011) and three live-recorded webcam feeds were provided. All the virtual machines in the testbed have required packages and python 3.7 environments so that when Aneka submits any job to the
slave for processing, they can execute them. This is a prerequisite in the Aneka parameter sweep model. The proposed framework uses transfer
learning neural architecture for both neural networks. Firstly, for mask detection, MobileNetV2 is used as a backbone network on the collected
dataset. Its output layer is removed and applied to a dense layer with 128 neurons and dropout regularization is used with a dropout value of 0.5.
Finally, a softmax function is applied to provide the output of mask detection. As there's already very much information available about
MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al., 2018) and for the briefness of the paper, it is avoided. The second network used was YOLO-V3 tiny (Adarsh
et al., 2020), which is again a very famous network.

FIGURE 3

Testbed for performance evaluation for proposed framework

T A B L E 1 Configuration of physical
machines which are treated as fog
devices

S. No.

Configuration

Number

1

1 CPU core, 128 MB RAM

3

2

1 CPU core, 256 MB RAM

3

3

2 CPU cores, 512 MB RAM

3
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FIGURE 4

Detection of mask by computer webc

S. No.

Package

FIGURE 5
detector

Training and testing accuracy and loss of face mask

FIGURE 6

Different parameter values for mask detection tool

Version

1

Scipy

2

Numpy

3

OpenCV

3.4.5

4

Imutil

0.5.3

4.2

|

1.4.1

T A B L E 2 Different packages used in
the implementation of different
components

1.18.5

Mask detection

Mask detection has been implemented using Keras (Chollet, 2015) and Tensorflow (Nelli & Nelli, 2018) framework. Figure 4 shows the output of
the component with the mask and no mask video. The Masked Face-Net (Cabani et al., 2020) dataset is used to train the proposed framework
package for detecting a masked and unmasked face. Figure 5 shows the loss, accuracy of training and testing of mask detection code and Figure 6
provides values of different parameters calculated by the system. The code for mask detection was written in Python 3.7 using various packages
shown in Table 2. Results were successful, where the system was able to detect the face mask with an accuracy of 98%. The wrong detections
were false-positive, where even if the user has worn the mask, it was detecting it was not wearing and this is better for the overall precautions. If
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T A B L E 3 Parameters used in a neural
network for mask detection

FIGURE 7

S. No.

Parameter

RD

1

Type

MobilenetV2 (Sandler et al., 2018)

2

Model

Sequential

3

Number of Input Neuron

the shape of the image is [None,224,224,3]

4

Number of Output Neuron

2

5

Number of Hidden Layers

All layers of Mobilenetv2

6

Activation Function in Hidden Layer

ReLu

7

Output Layer Activation Function

Softmax

8

Optimization

Adam

9

Regularization Technique

Dropout with 0.5 at the second last layer

10

Mini-Batch Size

32

11

Loss Function

Binary Cross-Entropy

12

Metric

Accuracy

13

Return type [State or Sequence]

None

Detection of distance by CCTV feed (Oh et al., 2011)

the user flips the webcam upward, it will not affect accuracy as the data is augmented with horizontal and vertical flips, zoom in/out, rotation. An
extra feature is also added that if it is a computer webcam and it detects that it is not placed correctly, it will issue a warning. A neural network
was trained using an empty chair and front view without and with the user. Table 3 provides the parameters used in the neural
network MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al., 2018).

4.3

|

Distance detection

Distance detection has been implemented using Keras and Tensorflow framework. VIRAT human activity dataset (Oh et al., 2011) is used to train
and test the package of distance calculation and violation detection in the implementation of the proposed framework. Figure 7 shows the output
of the component with the distance violation counter. The code for distance detection was written in Python 3.7 using various packages shown
in Table 2. Results were successful, where the system was able to detect the distance violations with an accuracy of 98%. None of the parameters
were changed from YOLO v3-tiny algorithm, which can be found in (Adarsh et al., 2020).

4.4

|

Aneka scheduling

For the performance evaluation of the proposed framework, the python components created for the detection of various violations are used as a
parameter sweep model in the Aneka platform. The video for distance violation was chosen from the standard dataset called “VIRAT”
(Oh et al., 2011) available on the internet. This dataset contains 250 h of surveillance videos with close to 12.5 h of annotated video data. A total
of 8 h of multi-camera video was fetched from this dataset. The fetched video feeds are divided into chunks of 5 min and these are submitted to
the fog computing layer for detection of violations. In contrast, a complete video of 8 h has been submitted to the Microsoft Azure cloud for
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FIGURE 8

Average fog utilization of proposed framework

FIGURE 9

Average response time for proposed framework and traditional cloud setup

analysis by a complex neural network. The errors in the detection of violations generated by comparing cloud and fog layer data are used to train
the neural networks of the fog layer further. A total of four iterations were done on the same video and we have achieved close to 99% of the
same violation detection by both layers. Figure 8 shows the average utilization of fog resources for the detection of violations in the proposed
8 h of videos. The accuracy of the fog layer for each hour is averaged and it is close to 70% for all the iterations. This concluded that the fog computing layer performed consistently for all the iteration. Figure 9 provides the average response time difference by the same neural network for
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FIGURE 10

The difference in violations generated by fog layer and cloud layer

the fog and cloud layers. Figure 9 showed that fog computing has close to 60% better response time than cloud computing infrastructure. This is
because cloud computing video frames need to travel from data generation devices to cloud resources, which takes extra time. Lastly, the graphs
in Figure 10 represent the number of violations by the fog layer and the cloud layer, respectively. The initial difference between violations was
41, which was limited to only four after the 4th iteration of the proposed framework.
Cloud and fog computing-based systems are extremely popular. However, the expert systems which can be used by the government and
medical agencies to prevent pandemics like COVID-19 have some special set of requirements. After the analysis of results from the proposed
framework, some of these features are:
i. A smart pandemic control system should be highly scalable.
ii.

The system output should be time-sensitive.

iii. The associated agencies should be able to access this system from anywhere in the world.
iv. It should have a large number of computing resources to compute as well as store the data.
v. Apart from real-time analysis, these systems should have IT resources that can extract rare relationships from the data set, which can be used
in the future to control similar pandemics.
vi. This system should be cost-effective, easily deployed and integrated with other modules.

4.5

|

Cost of deployment and calibration

In the use case taken for the proposed framework, two cameras are working simultaneously, one for mask detection and one for social distance observations. Mask detection camera is mounted on top of the employees' desk or system and it can be a basic built-in camera for
laptops, or an external camera is roughly 5$ and many latest desktops and laptops already have it. However, the second camera is dependent on the area we want to cover, and a basic surveillance camera is good enough for it, which might cost around 10–20$. However, in
the current situation, most of the organizations have CCTV and webcams for their systems. So, no extra cost added hardware-wise. For the
calibration part, set up is needed to view that it covers the area with a good view and defines a basic distance such as six meters in pixels
when installation calibration is required for the camera feeds. For defining the distance program will ask you to mark two points in the view
frame.
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Discussion after results

As observed in Figure 10, the fog system also provides a 10-seconds delay, which is fast compared to real-time systems. Ten seconds is a long
delay and should not be observed from local resources like fog nodes. However, as the dataset and resource size were small, it was difficult to
observe the benefits of the proposed framework. Thus, a bandwidth limiter was used, limiting the data transfer to the fog and cloud environments
to 1 MB/s. The limits used were the same for both cloud and fog environments so that a better comparison can be made. This shows that if the
proposed framework is implemented in the real world, it can observe this much delay. Thus, more optimization is still required.
The major advantage of the proposed framework is its adaptability to integrate any machine learning module for COVID surveillance in
offices or public places. Section 4.3 of cost and results shows that the proposed framework does not increase hardware cost from the camera perspective. However, organizations that consider implementing need to pay for fog and cloud computing resources. However, it is safe to say that
cost of the proposed framework outweighs the benefits provided by the automatic surveillance. Also, fog computing helps to overcome the issue
of latency observed by cloud and server-based systems. As the proposed framework uses Aneka's parameter sweep model, it can integrate any
machine learning module developed using python or MATLAB very easily and the Aneka software provides APIs for smooth integration. The proposed scheduling algorithm treats every task as a separate identity, which benefits in effectively scheduling them on remote fog nodes. The
proposed algorithm increases computation load on Aneka servers, but these servers can be hosted on a better cloud environment with autoscaling to manage the variable load.
The experimental setup of the proposed framework is tested on two machine learning applications that contain image data. However, the
proposed framework is generic for all types of machine learning applications such as voice data, data points, temporal–spatial data. This is due to
the inherent property of the proposed framework to consider scheduling task by task irrespective of what type of task it is. Thus, even if the data
is of a different format, the scheduling of the proposed framework will manage it equally effectively.

5

|

C O N CL U S I O N

Most of the offices are affected by the COVID-19 outbreak. With the non-availability of vaccines, people need to follow the governments' standard operating procedure to stop the spread. Office buildings host many employees, so it has a high probability of spreading coronavirus. In this
paper, a framework is proposed, which takes CCTV and webcam feeds and detects people not following the norms. The novelty of the proposed
framework is its ability to scale using cloud resources and provide latency-free violation detection using fog computing. The proposed framework
has been tested using video of almost 8 h and all the prediction components achieved 98% accuracy, whereas fog provided an average response
time under 10 s.
Future work contains the inclusion of more components for the detection of other norms. Additionally, the proposed framework can be generalized using location tracking services, which can track company employee movement after office hours.
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